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Description

FIELD

[0001] The invention relates to a method for measuring
a height map of multiple fields of view on a surface of a
substrate with an optical profilometer and combining
them to a composite height map, the method comprises:

moving the profilometer relative to the surface from
field to field along a route;
measuring height maps of fields on the surface along
the route with the profilometer; and,
combining a plurality of height maps of measured
fields to produce a composite height map of the sur-
face,
wherein the route comprises directions with a first
and second directional component, the second di-
rectional component being substantially perpendic-
ular to the first directional component.

BACKGROUND

[0002] US 5987189 A discloses a method of combining
height profiles of adjacent sections of a test surface to
produce a composite profile of the surface and consists
of taking successive measurements of adjacent sections
of the surface of the test sample by sequentially placing
them within the field of view of the instrument and profiling
them by phase shifting or vertical scanning. The x-y trans-
lation of the microscope between successive measure-
ments from one section to the next adjacent section of
the surface being profiled is carried out by overlapping
such sections, so that spatial continuity is maintained be-
tween measurements. The height data generated for
each section are then combined to form a larger image
corresponding to the entire surface tested and disconti-
nuities and/or errors introduced by the x-y translation
process are corrected by normalizing the overlapping
portions to a common reference plane.
[0003] US 2007/0003163 A1 discloses stitching to-
gether local data maps of an optical imaging system into
a composite global data map based on a merit function
supporting closed-form processing. Overlapping regions
of the local data maps are defined as difference maps
that are given a parametric description. Corrective orien-
tations of the local data maps are derived by collectively
matching parametric descriptions of the corrective orien-
tations for the overlapping local data maps to the para-
metric descriptions of the corresponding difference
maps.
[0004] In measuring a height map of multiple fields of
view, a plane is fitted through each set of measured
heights in the overlapping regions and the tip, tilt and
offset of each fitted plane are corrected to produce match-
ing overlapping height data in adjacent sections. The
measured height data for the balance of each section are
then also corrected by the same difference in tip, tilt and

offset to obtain a continuous normalized image.
[0005] An optical measuring system will have height
drift because of heating and expansion of the optical com-
ponents and/or sample, from the moment of switch on of
the illumination or by variation in the environment tem-
perature.
[0006] As time passes, the height drift may stabilize as
the system and/or sample approaches thermal equilibri-
um. To avoid height drift effects, normal operation of an
optical system might include warm-up time. This may pre-
empt thermal height drift effects in the system (but not in
the sample unless the sample is warmed up as well over
all locations to be measured); however this takes a large
amount of time.
[0007] Drift may have other causes as well, such as:

• Ambient or instrument vibration
• Instability in the ambient measurement environment

(e.g. variations in ambient air temperature, air pres-
sure, or in other applicable factors)

• System creep

In such a situation height stability will never be achieved
completely and always some drift will remain which can-
not be pre-empted by instrument warm-up.
[0008] When fields are combined to measure a height
map of a work piece larger than one field of view (FOV),
drift will result in height offsets between the individual
fields of view. An example may be found in a simulated
measurement of an optical flat. The measurement is
started from the lower left field of view and proceeds se-
quentially (See the measurement sequence in figure 1).
The simulated individual FOV measurements are shown
in figure 2.
[0009] Depending on the degrees of freedom in the
combining algorithm, original global tilt and global orien-
tation of the surface might be lost. Subsequently, the re-
construction of the global tilt and global orientation may
be done by fitting a plane, for instance in a least-squares
sense, to the individual measured fields. Depending on
the measurement order (routing) the height offsets in-
duced by the drift will then result in a global tilt error of
the final result. An example of such a tilt error is shown
in figure 3, which are the simulated results of stitching or
combining the dataset of figure 2.

SUMMARY

[0010] It is an objective of the invention to provide a
method for measuring a height map of multiple fields of
view on a surface of a substrate with an optical profilom-
eter and combining them to a composite height map with
minimized sensitivity to height drifting of the profilometer
which otherwise will give rise to tilt errors in the composite
height map.
[0011] Accordingly there is provided a method for
measuring a height map of multiple fields of view on a
surface of a substrate with an optical profilometer and
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combining them to a composite height map, the method
comprising:

moving the profilometer relative to the surface from
field to field along a route;
measuring height maps of fields on the surface along
the route with the profilometer; and
combining a plurality of height maps of measured
fields to produce a composite height map of the sur-
face,
wherein the route comprises directions with a first
and second directional component, the second di-
rectional component being substantially perpendic-
ular to the first directional component,
and wherein moving the profilometer relative to the
surface from field to field along a route comprises
moving forward and backward in both the first and
second directional component at least twice during
measuring the height maps of the fields of view,
wherein the route minimizes sensitivity to the effects
caused by height drift of the profilometer during com-
bining the plurality of height maps.

[0012] By configuring the route the sensitivity of the
combining multiple fields of view to a composite height
map to height drift of the profilometer may be minimized
which otherwise would give rise to tilt errors in the com-
posite height map.
[0013] By at least twice moving forward and backward
in both the first and second directional component during
measuring height maps of fields, the fields may be better
divided over the surface to minimize the sensitivity to
height drifting of the profilometer.
[0014] By at least two time moving forward and back-
ward in both the first and second directional component
the sensitivity to height drifting of the profilometer may
be further minimized which otherwise will give rise to er-
rors in the composite height map.
[0015] The route may also be defined in a third direc-
tion, corresponding to the height, perpendicular to the
first and second direction.
[0016] Further according to the objective there is pro-
vided a method for measuring a height map of multiple
fields of view on a surface of a substrate with an optical
profilometer and combining them to a composite height
map, the method comprising:

moving the profilometer relative to the surface from
field to field along a route;
measuring height maps of fields on the surface along
the route with the profilometer; and
combining a plurality of height maps of measured
fields to produce a composite height map of the sur-
face,
wherein the route comprises directions with a first
and second directional component, the second di-
rectional component being substantially perpendic-
ular to the first directional component,

and wherein moving the profilometer relative to the
surface from field to field along the route comprises
moving forward and backward in the first directional
component at least two fields of view and moving
forward and backward in the second directional com-
ponent (e.g. left or right) at least two fields of view
during measuring the height maps of the fields of
view, wherein the route minimizes sensitivity to the
effects caused by height drift of the profilometer dur-
ing combining the plurality of height maps.

[0017] By at least moving forward and backward in
both the first and second directional component at least
two fields of view during measuring height maps of fields
of view, the fields of view may be better divided over the
surface to minimize the sensitivity to height drifting of the
profilometer.
[0018] According to a further embodiment the route is
configured to measure the fields of view in substantially
random order.
[0019] By configuring the route to measure the fields
of view in substantially random order the sensitivity to
height drifting of the profilometer may be minimized.
[0020] According to a further embodiment the route
has a spiral or spiral-like shape.
[0021] By configuring the route to measure the fields
of view in a spiral or spiral-like shape the sensitivity to
height drifting of the profilometer may be minimized dur-
ing combining the plurality of height maps.
[0022] According to a further embodiment objective the
method comprises measurement and/or re-measure-
ment of edge fields of views positioned substantially near
the edges of the surface in direct order to minimize the
time and thereby the drift between these measurements.
The global tilt reconstruction will be based on these fields
only. By maximizing the distance between these fields
while minimizing the time in between the measurements
the global tilts error of the composite height map will be
minimized.
[0023] According to a further embodiment the route
comprises crossing a centre of the multiple fields of view
on the surface multiple times.
[0024] By crossing the centre of the multiple fields of
view on the surface multiple times the sensitivity to height
drifting of the profilometer may be minimized.
[0025] According to a further embodiment the method
comprises moving from a measured field to a subsequent
to be measured field leaving one, two, three or even more
fields in between.
[0026] By configuring the route to move from field to
field leaving one, two, three or even more fields in be-
tween the fields the sensitivity to height drifting of the
profilometer may be minimized.
[0027] According to a further embodiment during
measuring height maps of fields on the surface with the
profilometer a region of overlap or connection between
neighbouring fields might be maintained and combining
a plurality of height maps comprises using the region of
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overlap or connection (if maintained) to establish and cor-
rect for height differences between fields in order to pro-
duce the composite height map of the surface. If no over-
lap or connection is maintained, a common height refer-
ence might be used to establish and correct for height
differences between fields to produce the composite
height map of the surface. Hereby a composite height
map may be obtained.
[0028] According to a further embodiment the method
comprises using an algorithm to determine the route.
[0029] Hereby a route may be determined whereby the
sensitivity to height drifting of the profilometer may be
minimized.
[0030] Next a list of examples how to implement pos-
sible algorithms. This list is merely meant as examples
and this invention does not exclude different variations,
combinations or different algorithms that serve the same
purpose.

Algorithm 1

[0031] The order of measurement determined by this
algorithm is dependent on the distance from the geomet-
ric centre of the configuration of field of views (FOVs) on
the surface. The algorithm first selects the FOV with the
largest distance from the centre of the surface, and plac-
es this one as first in the measurement order. In the case
that several fields are at the same distance the first cho-
sen will depend on the addressing order of the coding
language, but in essence this does not matter. Once the
first field is chosen, the algorithm searches again for the
most distant field from the centre, excluding the field that
is already chosen, and places this in the measurement
order. The process is repeated until all fields are chosen.
The order might also be reversed as this gives nearly the
same results.

Algorithm 2

[0032] Similar to the previous algorithm, in this algo-
rithm the FOV with the largest distance from the centre
is located, and this is placed as first in the measurement
order. However, the next field is determined by finding
the maximum geometric distance from the location of the
previous field, instead of the maximum field distance from
the centre. This procedure is followed until all fields are
allocated in the measurement sequence. The order might
also be reversed as this gives nearly the same results.

Algorithm 3

[0033] Algorithm 3 is somewhat more complicated.
Here the concept is to work in FOV pairs in order to make
sure that the fields in those pairs are as opposite of the
geographic centre of the surface as possible.
[0034] The first field, as in the algorithms above, is se-
lected by looking for the maximum distance away from
the centre. The next field is selected by looking for the

closest field near the mirrored (about the centre) position
of the first field. These two fields are added to the meas-
urement sequence first.
[0035] The first field of the second (and subsequently,
all following pairs) pair is selected by seeking an FOV,
the position of which minimizes the distance to the pre-
vious chosen field, while maximizing the distance to the
centre. The second field of the new pair is again selected
by seeking a FOV closest to the mirrored (about the cen-
tre) position of the first. The procedure is followed until
all pairs are designated in the measurement sequence,
and any remaining field is added to the measuring order
as needed. The order might also be reversed as this gives
nearly the same results.

Algorithm 4

[0036] Algorithm 4 begins similarly to algorithm 3 in the
method of selecting the first pair. However, the first FOV
of the following new pair (and successive pairs) is select-
ed by searching for the nearest FOV to a virtual position
at a location at the same distance from the centre as the
first field of the previous pair, but rotated 90 degrees
clockwise about the centre. The second FOV of the new
pair is again selected by seeking a FOV closest to the
mirrored (about the centre) position of the first.
[0037] The third pair (and all following pairs) are found
by repeating the clockwise rotation, finding nearest FOV,
and finding mirrored FOV procedure as above. Any rem-
nant fields are added to the measurement sequence at
the end. The order might also be reversed as this gives
nearly the same results.

Algorithm 5

[0038] Algorithm 5 embodies a concept quite different
than the algorithms above. Here, the case of a rectan-
gular configuration FOV shape, the 4 corner fields i.e.
fields positioned substantially near the edges are meas-
ured sequentially; after this, the first corner field is re-
measured, completing a circuit around the extremities of
the shape. The reestablishment of the global orientation
and tilt is based on these 5 fields alone.
[0039] The designation of the corners is accomplished
by simply finding the minima and maxima in X and Y of
the multiple FOV centre coordinates and placing these
FOVs on the measurement sequence list in the following
order:

1. (Xmin, Ymin)

2. (Xmax, Ymin)

3. (Xmax, Ymax)

4. (Xmin, Ymax)

5. The first field is then repeated.
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However, in the case of a non-rectangular configuration,
it is possible that of the maxima and minima (X, Y) de-
termined by searching in the first four steps above might
cause the same FOV to be identified twice. An example
is a T-shape configuration of FOVs: here the first and
second fields identified in these steps would be the same
FOV, and duly would be placed twice in the measurement
sequence. To prevent this, a uniqueness check needs
to take place between steps 4 and 5, which removes any
duplicates while preserving the measurement order.
The order might also be reversed as this gives nearly the
same results.
[0040] According to a further embodiment the optical
profiler is a white-light interferometer (WLI), phase-shift-
ing interferometer (PSI), chromatic point sensor (CPS),
points-from-focus/ shape-from-focus sensor (PFF/SFF),
confocal microscope, structured illumination microscope
(SIM), or laser interferometer microscope.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0041] Embodiments of the invention will now be de-
scribed, by way of example only, with reference to the
accompanying schematic drawings in which correspond-
ing reference symbols indicate corresponding parts, and
in which:

Figure 1 depicts a measurement sequence;
Figure 2 depicts a simulated individual field of view
measurement on a flat using the sequence of figure
1.
Figure 3 depicts the simulated results of stitching the
dataset of figure 2 and shows the remaining tilt error;
Figure 4 depicts a measurement sequence accord-
ing to an embodiment;
Figure 5 depicts a simulated individual field of view
measurement on a flat using the sequence of figure
4;
Figure 6 depicts the simulated results of stitching the
dataset of figure 5 and shows the remaining tilt error;
Figure 7 depicts a measurement sequence accord-
ing to a further embodiment;
Figure 8 depicts a simulated individual field of view
measurement on a flat using the sequence of figure
7.
Figure 9 depicts the simulated results of stitching the
dataset of figure 8 and shows the remaining tilt error;
Figure 10 depicts a measurement sequence accord-
ing to yet a further embodiment;
Figure 11 depicts a simulated individual field of view
measurement on a flat using the sequence of figure
10;
Figure 12 depicts the simulated results of stitching
the dataset of figure 11 and shows the remaining tilt
error;
Figure 13 depicts a measurement sequence accord-
ing to a further embodiment;
Figure 14 depicts a simulated individual field of view

measurement on a flat using the sequence of figure
13;
Figure 15 depicts the simulated results of stitching
the dataset of figure 14 and shows the remaining tilt
error;
Figure 16 depicts a measurement sequence accord-
ing to a further embodiment;
Figure 17 depicts a simulated individual field of view
measurement on a flat using the sequence of figure
16.
Figure 18 depicts the simulated results of stitching
the dataset of figure 17 and shows the remaining tilt
error;
Figure 19 and 20 depict a measurement sequence
according to a fourth embodiment of the invention;
Figure 21 and 22 depict a simulated individual field
of view measurement on a flat using the sequence
of figure 19 and 20;
Figure 23 depicts the simulated results of stitching
the dataset of figure 21 and 22 and shows the re-
maining tilt error;
Figure 24 to 26 depict a measurement sequence ac-
cording to a further embodiment;
Figure 27 to 29 depict a simulated individual field of
view measurement on a flat using the sequence of
figure 24 to 26; and,
Figure 30 depicts the simulated results of stitching
the dataset of figure 27 to 29 and shows the remain-
ing tilt error;
Figure 31 depicts a flow chart example of an auto-
matic routing algorithm;
Figure 32 depicts an example of the use of an algo-
rithm for 5 x 5 fields of view;
Figure 33 depicts simulated fields of view measure-
ment sets; and
Figure 34 depicts the simulated stitching results with
very little remnant tilt.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0042] Figure 4 depicts a measurement sequence ac-
cording to an embodiment of the invention. The sequence
starts with successively measuring height maps of indi-
vidual fields of view on the surface with the profilometer
by sequentially moving the profilometer relative to the
surface from field 1 to field 2 and so on to field 25 and
measuring the height map of each field 1 to 25 to generate
a corresponding height map. The method therefore com-
prises successively measuring height maps of fields of
view on the surface with the profilometer by:

a1) measuring a height map of a first field 1 on the
surface with the profilometer;
a2) moving the profilometer relative to the surface
from the first field to a subsequent field 2; and,
a3) repeating a1 to a2) until multiple fields of view
on the surface of the substrate have been measured
with the optical profilometer to generate the corre-
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sponding height maps. Hereby multiple fields of view
on the surface of the substrate may be measured.

[0043] A plurality of height maps of measured fields of
view generated may be combined by normalizing said
height maps to each other to produce a composite height
map of the surface. For this purpose a region of overlap
L between neighbouring fields might be maintained and
combining a plurality of height maps of measured fields
of view comprises using the region of overlap to deter-
mine and correct for the height differences of the fields.
Hereby a composite height map may be obtained.
[0044] By configuring the route the sensitivity to height
drifting of the profilometer may be minimized.
[0045] The route comprises directions with a first and
second directional component, the second directional
component (for example from left to right in figure 4) being
substantially perpendicular to the first directional compo-
nent (for example from bottom to top in figure 4). Sequen-
tially moving of the profilometer relative to the surface
comprises at least one time moving forward and back-
ward in both the first and second directional component
during measuring height maps of fields of view. By at
least one time moving forward and backward in both the
first and second directional component during measuring
height maps of fields of view, the fields of view may be
better divided over the surface to minimize the sensitivity
to height drifting of the profilometer. For example in figure
4 moving from 1 to 2 comprises moving forward in the
first direction and in the second direction. Subsequently,
the movement from 3 to 4 comprises moving backward
in the first direction and in the second direction.
[0046] Moving forwards and backward in both the first
and second directional component may comprise moving
forward and backward in the first direction at least two
fields and moving forward and backward (e.g. left or right)
in the second direction at least two fields of view during
the whole measurement sequence. For example in figure
4 moving from 6 to 7 comprises moving forward in the
first direction at least two fields of view and moving from
7 to 8 comprises moving forward in the second direction
at least two fields of view. The movement from 3 to 4
comprises moving backward in the first direction and in
the second direction at least two fields of view.
[0047] The route in figure 4 may be configured to meas-
ure the fields of view in substantially random order. By
configuring the route to measure the fields of view in sub-
stantially random order the sensitivity to height drifting of
the profilometer may be minimized.
[0048] Figure 5 depicts a simulated fields of view
measurement on a flat using the sequence of figure 4.
Figure 6 depicts the simulated results after combining
the dataset of figure 5 and shows the remaining tilt error.
Comparing figure 6 with figure 3 shows that the remaining
height error is substantially reduced in figure 6 by using
the sequence of figure 4.
[0049] The route in figure 7 comprises moving forward
and backward in both the first and second directional

component at least one fields of view during the whole
measurement sequence. For example in figure 7 moving
from 5 to 6 comprises moving forward in the first direction
one field and moving from 1 to 2 comprises moving for-
ward in the second direction one field. The movement
from 9 to 10 comprises moving backward in the second
direction one field and the movement from 13 to 14 com-
prises moving backward in the first direction one field.
[0050] The route has a spiral or spiral-like figure mov-
ing from 1 to 25 in figure 7. By configuring the route to
measure the fields of view in a spiral or spiral-like figure
the sensitivity to height drifting of the profilometer may
be minimized.
[0051] Figure 8 depicts a simulated fields of view
measurement on a flat using the sequence of figure 7.
Figure 9 depicts the simulated results after combining
the dataset of figure 8 and shows the remaining tilt error.
Comparing figure 9 with figure 3 shows that the remaining
height error is substantially reduced in figure 9 by using
the sequence of figure 8.
[0052] Figure 10 depicts a measurement sequence ac-
cording to a further embodiment. The route comprises
moving forward and backward in the first direction at least
two fields of view and moving forward and backward (e.g.
left or right) in the second direction at least two fields of
view during the whole measurement sequence. It further
comprises crossing a centre of the multiple fields of view
25 on the surface multiple times. By crossing the centre
of the multiple fields of view on the surface multiple times
the sensitivity to height drifting of the profilometer may
be minimized. The route is configured to move from field
to field leaving one, two, or even more fields of view in
between. By configuring the route to move from field to
field leaving one, two or even more fields of view in be-
tween the sensitivity to height drifting of the profilometer
may be minimized.
[0053] Figure 11 depicts a simulated fields of view
measurement on a flat using the sequence of figure 10.
Figure 12 depicts the simulated results after combining
the dataset of figure 11 and shows the remaining tilt error.
Comparing figure 12 with figure 3 shows that the remain-
ing height error is substantially reduced in figure 12 by
using the sequence of figure 10.
[0054] Figure 13 depicts a measurement sequence ac-
cording to a further embodiment. The route comprising
crossing the centre, moving forward and backward in the
first and second direction at least one or two fields leaving
one, two or even more fields of view in between the fields
to minimize the sensitivity to height drifting.
[0055] Figure 14 depicts a simulated fields of view
measurement on a flat using the sequence of figure 13.
Figure 15 depicts the simulated results after combining
the dataset of figure 14 and shows the remaining tilt error.
Comparing figure 15 with figure 3 shows that the remain-
ing height error is substantially reduced in figure 15 by
using the sequence of figure 13.
[0056] Figure 16 depicts a measurement sequence ac-
cording to a further embodiment. The route comprising
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crossing the centre, moving forward and backward in the
first and second direction at least one or two fields leaving
one, two or even more fields of view in between the fields
to minimize the sensitivity to height drifting.
[0057] Figure 17 depicts a simulated fields of view
measurement on a flat using the sequence of figure 16.
Figure 18 depicts the simulated results after combining
the dataset of figure 17 and shows the remaining tilt error.
Comparing figure 18 with figure 3 shows that the remain-
ing height error is substantially reduced in figure 18 by
using the sequence of figure 16.
[0058] (Re-) measurement of certain fields of view po-
sitioned substantially near the edges of the surface in a
direct time sequence at the extreme field positions (for
example, the corner or on-axis fields), and basing global
tilt and height retrieval on these fields of view alone may
be considered. By maximizing the lateral distance while
minimizing the time between measurements the tilt error
is minimized.
[0059] Figure 19 and 20 depict a measurement se-
quence according to such a further embodiment. The
route of figure 19 comprises measurement of edge fields
of view 1, 2, 3 or 4 positioned substantially near the edges
of the surface. Subsequently, the remaining fields of view
are measured in figure 20 with a time efficient route 1 to
21.
[0060] Figure 21 and 22 depict a simulated individual
fields of view measurement on a flat using the sequence
of figure 19 and 20. Figure 23 depicts the simulated re-
sults of stitching the dataset of figure 21 and 22, these
are combined to form a single data set for stitching, but
crucially the global orientation and tilt reconstruction is
done only on the basis of the data in figure 21, instead
of the whole.
[0061] Comparing figure 23 with figure 3 shows that
the remaining height error is substantially reduced in fig-
ure 23 by using the sequence of figure 19 and 20. The
route of figure 19 comprises measurement of edge fields
of view 1, 2, 3 or 4 positioned substantially near the edges
of the surface.
[0062] By combining multiple repetitions of the se-
quence of fields to be used in the reconstruction the tilt
error can be even further minimized. Figures 24 to 26
depict a measurement sequence according to a further
embodiment. The route of figure 24 comprises measure-
ment of edge fields of view 1, 2, 3 or 4 positioned sub-
stantially near the edges of the surface. Subsequently,
the remaining fields of view are measured in figure 20
with a time efficient route 1 to 21. The route of figure 26
comprises re-measurement of edge fields of view 1, 2, 3
or 4 positioned substantially near the edges of the sur-
face.
[0063] Figures 27 to 29 depict a simulated individual
fields of view measurement on a flat using the sequence
of figures 24 to 26 and figure 30 depicts the simulated
results of combining the dataset of figure 27 to 29 but
only the data in figures 27 and 29 are used for recon-
struction of global orientation and tilt and shows the re-

maining tilt error. Comparing figure 30 with figure 3 shows
that the remaining height error is substantially reduced
in figure 30 by using the sequence of figure 24 to 26.
[0064] A flow chart example of an automatic routing
algorithm may be seen in figure 31, on the basis that
measurement order is determined by the distance to the
center of the measurement area. Thus the fields that are
furthest away are measured first, and measurement pro-
ceeds inwards, finishing (near to) the center point of the
measurement area.
[0065] Figure 31 depicts a flow chart example of an
automatic routing algorithm. The automatic routing algo-
rithm comprises:

311 Input a list of field of view positions of a meas-
urement area;
312 Determine all field of view distances from cen-
trepoint of measurement area;
313 Determine and select field of views with maxi-
mum distance to centre;
314 Transfer selected field of views to measurement
order list;
315 Remove selected field of views from Input list;
316 Smaller or equal 2 fields left? If not 313, if yes
317.
317 Add remaining fields to output list; and
318 Finish.

[0066] According to an embodiment the automatic
routing algorithm method comprises:

input a list of field of view positions of a measurement
area;
determine all field of view distances from a cen-
trepoint of measurement area;
determine and select field of views with maximum
distance to the centre;
transfer selected field of views to a measurement
order list; and,
remove selected field of views from the input list.

[0067] An example of the use of this algorithm for 5 x
5 FOV can result in the routing seen in figure 32, which
is similar to the spiral routing shown in figure 13. The
simulated FOV measurement set that results is shown
in figure 33, with the simulated stitching results shown in
figure 34. Again, as in the similar stitching results in figure
15, figure 34 shows very little remnant tilt. Hereby a route
may be determined whereby the sensitivity to height drift-
ing of the profilometer may be minimized.
[0068] The optical profiler may be a white-light inter-
ferometer (WLI), phase-shifting interferometer (PSI),
chromatic point sensor (CPS), points-from-focus/ shape-
from-focus sensor (PFF/SFF), confocal microscope,
structured illumination microscope (SIM), or laser inter-
ferometer microscope.
[0069] The choice of routing option may be manually
designated or automatically determined by algorithm
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through evaluating e.g. field of view configuration (includ-
ing configuration shape), missing fields of view, field of
view count, instrument status, magnitude of drift, or any
other applicable factor.
[0070] Any other routing options and algorithms that
achieve the same goal may be considered.
[0071] To ensure that the sample position is within the
measurement height range of the sensor moving from
one FOV to the next a feed forward method to predict
the height of a neighbouring FOV might be used. It must
be noted that if a feed-forward technique is to be used
to enhance drift compensation, the choice of routing is
limited to a spiral, as feed forward requires a field to be
directly adjacent to a previous one, for fitting and extrap-
olation. As such, e.g. random routing will not work.
[0072] As alternative to a feed forward method to con-
trol the z-position of the sample with respect to the sensor
a pre-scan method might be used to provide a coarse
(less accurate) map of the sample. Pre-scan methods
allow any routing, including random, for the final high
precision measurements.
[0073] It is to be understood that the disclosed embod-
iments are merely exemplary of the invention, which can
be embodied in various forms. Therefore, specific struc-
tural and functional details disclosed herein are not to be
interpreted as limiting, but merely as a basis for the claims
and as a representative basis for teaching one skilled in
the art to variously employ the present invention in virtu-
ally any appropriately detailed structure. Furthermore,
the terms and phrases used herein are not intended to
be limiting, but rather, to provide an understandable de-
scription of the invention.
[0074] The terms "a" or "an", as used herein, are de-
fined as one or more than one. The term another, as used
herein, is defined as at least a second or more. The terms
including and/or having, as used herein, are defined as
comprising (i.e., not excluding other elements or steps).
Any reference signs in the claims should not be construed
as limiting the scope of the claims or the invention. The
mere fact that certain measures are recited in mutually
different dependent claims does not indicate that a com-
bination of these measures cannot be used to advantage.
The scope of the invention is only limited by the following
claims.

Claims

1. A method for measuring a height map of multiple
fields of view on a surface of a substrate with an
optical profilometer and combining them to a com-
posite height map, the method comprising:

moving the profilometer relative to the surface
from field to field along a route;
measuring height maps of fields on the surface
along the route with the profilometer; and
combining a plurality of height maps of meas-

ured fields to produce a composite height map
of the surface, wherein the route comprises di-
rections with a first and second directional com-
ponent, the second directional component being
substantially perpendicular to the first directional
component,
characterized in that moving the profilometer
relative to the surface from field to field along a
route comprises moving forward and backward
in both the first and second directional compo-
nent at least twice during measuring the height
maps of the fields of view, wherein the route min-
imizes sensitivity to the effects caused by height
drift of the profilometer during combining the plu-
rality of height maps.

2. A method for measuring a height map of multiple
fields of view on a surface of a substrate with an
optical profilometer and combining them to a com-
posite height map, the method comprising:

moving the profilometer relative to the surface
from field to field along a route;
measuring height maps of fields on the surface
along the route with the profilometer; and,
combining a plurality of height maps of meas-
ured fields to produce a composite height map
of the surface,
wherein the route comprises directions with a
first and second directional component, the sec-
ond directional component being substantially
perpendicular to the first directional component,
characterized in that moving the profilometer
relative to the surface from field to field along a
route comprises moving forward and backward
in the first directional component at least two
fields of view and moving forward and backward
in the second directional component at least two
fields of view during measuring the height maps
of the fields of view, wherein the route minimizes
sensitivity to the effects caused by height drift
of the profilometer during combining the plurality
of height maps.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the
route is configured to measure the fields in substan-
tially random order.

4. The method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the route has a spiral or spiral-like
shape.

5. The method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the method comprises: measuring
and/or re-measuring height maps of multiple fields
of view positioned substantially near the edges of
the surface in sequence and,
combining a plurality of height maps comprises using
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the re-measured fields of view to correct the com-
posite height map afterwards for global orientation
and tilt.

6. The method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the route comprises crossing a cen-
tre of the multiple fields on the surface multiple times.

7. The method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the method comprises moving from
a measured field to a subsequent to be measured
field leaving one, two, three or even more fields in
between.

8. The method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the method comprises using an al-
gorithm to determine the route.

9. The method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein during the measurement of height
maps of fields of view on the surface with the pro-
filometer a region of overlap or connection between
neighbouring fields of view might be maintained, and
combining a plurality of height maps comprises using
the region of overlap or individual field of view height
information to determine and correct for height dif-
ferences in order to produce the composite height
map of the surface.

10. The method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the optical profiler is a white-light
interferometer, WLI, phase-shifting interferometer,
PSI, chromatic point sensor, CPS, points-from-fo-
cus/ shape-from-focus sensor, PFF/SFF, confocal
microscope, structured illumination microscope,
SIM, or laser interferometer microscope.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Messen von einer Höhenkarte von
mehreren Sichtfeldern auf einer Oberfläche von ei-
nem Substrat mit einem optischen Profilmesser und
Kombinieren davon zu einer zusammengesetzten
Höhenkarte, wobei das Verfahren das Folgende um-
fasst:

Bewegen von dem Profilmesser relativ zu der
Oberfläche von Feld zu Feld entlang einer Rou-
te;
Messen von Höhenkarten von Feldern auf der
Oberfläche entlang der Route mit dem Profil-
messer; und
Kombinieren von einer Vielzahl von Höhenkar-
ten von gemessenen Feldern, um eine zusam-
mengesetzte Höhenkarte der Oberfläche herzu-
stellen, wobei die Route Richtungen mit einer
ersten und einer zweiten Richtungskomponente

umfasst, wobei die zweite Richtungskomponen-
te im Wesentlichen rechtwinklig zu der ersten
Richtungskomponente liegt,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Bewegen
von dem Profilmesser relativ zu der Oberfläche
von Feld zu Feld entlang einer Route das min-
destens zweimalige Vorwärts- und Rückwärts-
bewegen in sowohl der ersten als auch der zwei-
ten Richtungskomponente während des Mes-
sens von den Höhenkarten der Sichtfelder um-
fasst, wobei die Route die Sensitivität gegenü-
ber Auswirkungen minimiert, die durch Höhen-
abweichung des Profilmessers verursacht wer-
den, und zwar während des Kombinierens von
der Vielzahl von Höhenkarten.

2. Verfahren zum Messen von einer Höhenkarte von
mehreren Sichtfeldern auf einer Oberfläche von ei-
nem Substrat mit einem optischen Profilmesser und
Kombinieren davon zu einer zusammengesetzten
Höhenkarte, wobei das Verfahren das Folgende um-
fasst:

Bewegen von dem Profilmesser relativ zu der
Oberfläche von Feld zu Feld entlang einer Rou-
te;
Messen von Höhenkarten von Feldern auf der
Oberfläche entlang der Route mit dem Profil-
messer; und
Kombinieren von einer Vielzahl von Höhenkar-
ten von gemessenen Feldern, um eine zusam-
mengesetzte Höhenkarte der Oberfläche herzu-
stellen,
wobei die Route Richtungen mit einer ersten und
einer zweiten Richtungskomponente umfasst,
wobei die zweite Richtungskomponente im We-
sentlichen rechtwinklig zu der ersten Richtungs-
komponente liegt,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Bewegen
von dem Profilmesser relativ zu der Oberfläche
von Feld zu Feld entlang einer Route das Vor-
wärts- und Rückwärtsbewegen in der ersten
Richtungskomponente mit mindestens zwei
Sichtfeldern und das Vorwärts- und Rückwärts-
bewegen in der zweiten Richtungskomponente
mit mindestens zwei Sichtfeldern während des
Messens von den Höhenkarten der Sichtfeldern
umfasst, wobei die Route die Sensitivität gegen-
über Auswirkungen minimiert, die durch Höhen-
abweichung des Profilmessers verursacht wer-
den, und zwar während des Kombinierens von
der Vielzahl von Höhenkarten.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die Route
konfiguriert ist, um die Felder in einer im Wesentli-
chen zufälligen Reihenfolge zu messen.

4. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
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che, wobei die Route eine spiral- oder spiralähnliche
Form aufweist.

5. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei das Verfahren das Folgende umfasst:
Messen und/oder erneutes Messen der Reihe nach
von Höhenkarten von mehreren Sichtfeldern, die im
Wesentlichen nahe der Ränder von der Oberfläche
positioniert sind, und wobei das Kombinieren von
einer Vielzahl von Höhenkarten das Verwenden von
den erneut gemessenen Sichtfeldern umfasst, um
die zusammengesetzte Höhenkarte nachträglich für
die globale Orientierung und Neigung zu korrigieren.

6. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei die Route das mehrfache Kreuzen von
einem Zentrum von den mehreren Feldern auf der
Oberfläche umfasst.

7. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei das Verfahren das Bewegen von einem
gemessenen Feld zu einem Feld, das anschließend
gemessen werden soll, umfasst, wobei eins, zwei,
drei oder mehr Felder dazwischen gelassen werden.

8. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei das Verfahren das Verwenden von einem
Algorithmus umfasst, um die Route zu bestimmen.

9. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei während der Messung von Höhenkarten
von Sichtfeldern auf der Oberfläche mit dem Profil-
messer eine Überlappungsregion oder Verbin-
dungsregion zwischen benachbarten Sichtfeldern
aufrechterhalten werden kann und das Kombinieren
von einer Vielzahl von Höhenkarten das Verwenden
der Überlappungsregionhöheninformation oder ei-
ner individuellen Sichtfeldhöheninformation um-
fasst, um die Höhenunterschiede zu bestimmen und
zu korrigieren, um die zusammengesetzte Höhen-
karte der Oberfläche herzustellen.

10. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei das optische Profilometer ein
Weißlichtinterferometer, WLI, Phasenverschie-
bungs-interferometer, PSI, chromatischer Punkt-
sensor, CPS, Punkte-aus-dem-Fokus/Form-aus-
dem-Fokus-Sensor, PFF/SFF, konfokales Mikros-
kop, strukturiertes Beleuchtungsmikroskop, SIM,
oder Laserinterferometer-mikroskop ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour mesurer une carte de hauteur de plu-
sieurs champs de vision sur une surface d’un subs-
trat avec un profilomètre optique et pour combiner
ceux-ci pour obtenir une carte de hauteur composite,

le procédé comprenant:

déplacer le profilomètre par rapport à la surface
d’un champ à un autre le long d’un chemin;
mesurer des cartes de hauteur de champs sur
la surface le long du chemin avec le profilomètre;
et
combiner une pluralité de cartes de hauteur des
champs mesurés pour produire une carte de
hauteur composite de la surface, dans lequel le
chemin comprend des directions avec un pre-
mier et un deuxième composant directionnel, le
deuxième composant directionnel étant sensi-
blement perpendiculaire au premier composant
directionnel,
caractérisé en ce que déplacer le profilomètre
par rapport à la surface d’un champ à un autre
le long d’un chemin comprend déplacer vers
l’avant et vers l’arrière dans chacun des premier
et deuxième composants directionnels au moins
deux fois pendant la mesure des cartes de hau-
teur des champs de vision, dans lequel le che-
min réduit une sensibilité aux effets causés par
une dérive en hauteur du profilomètre pendant
la combinaison de la pluralité de cartes de hau-
teur.

2. Procédé pour mesurer une carte de hauteur de plu-
sieurs champs de vision sur une surface d’un subs-
trat avec un profilomètre optique et pour combiner
ceux-ci pour obtenir une carte de hauteur composite,
le procédé comprenant:

déplacer le profilomètre par rapport à la surface
d’un champ à un autre le long d’un chemin;
mesurer des cartes de hauteur de champs sur
la surface le long du chemin avec le profilomètre;
et
combiner une pluralité de cartes de hauteur des
champs mesurés pour produire une carte de
hauteur composite de la surface,
dans lequel le chemin comprend des directions
avec un premier et un deuxième composant di-
rectionnel, le deuxième composant directionnel
étant sensiblement perpendiculaire au premier
composant directionnel,
caractérisé en ce que déplacer le profilomètre
par rapport à la surface d’un champ à un autre
le long d’un chemin comprend déplacer vers
l’avant et vers l’arrière dans le premier compo-
sant directionnel au moins deux champs de vi-
sion et déplacer vers l’avant et vers l’arrière dans
le deuxième composant directionnel au moins
deux champs de vision pendant la mesure des
cartes de hauteur de champs de vision, dans
lequel le chemin réduit une sensibilité aux effets
causés par une dérive en hauteur du profilomè-
tre pendant la combinaison de la pluralité de car-
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tes de hauteur.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication
2, dans lequel le chemin est configuré pour mesurer
les champs dans un ordre sensiblement aléatoire.

4. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le chemin a une forme de
spirale ou comme une spirale.

5. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le procédé comprend: me-
surer et/ou re-mesurer des cartes de hauteur de plu-
sieurs champs de vision positionnés sensiblement
à proximité des bords de la surface en séquence et,
combiner une pluralité de cartes de hauteur com-
prend l’utilisation des champs de vision re-mesurés
pour corriger la carte de hauteur composite a pos-
teriori pour orientation globale et inclinaison.

6. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le chemin comprend tra-
verser un centre des plusieurs champs sur la surface
plusieurs fois.

7. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le procédé comprend pas-
ser d’un champ mesuré à un champ subséquent à
mesurer en laissant un, deux, trois ou même plus de
champs entre eux.

8. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le procédé comprend l’uti-
lisation d’un algorithme pour déterminer le chemin.

9. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel, pendant la mesure des
cartes de hauteur de champs de vision sur la surface
avec le profilomètre, une région de chevauchement
ou de connexion entre champs de vision voisins peut
être maintenue, et combiner une pluralité de cartes
de hauteur comprend utiliser l’information de hau-
teur d’une région de chevauchement ou l’information
de hauteur d’un champ de vision individuel pour dé-
terminer et corriger des différences de hauteur afin
de produire la carte de hauteur composite de la sur-
face.

10. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le profilomètre optique est
un interféromètre à lumière blanche WLI, un interfé-
romètre à déphasage PSI, un capteur de point chro-
matique CPS, un capteur « points-from-focus »/
« shape-from-focus » PFF/SFF, un microscope con-
focal, un microscope à éclairage structuré SIM, ou
un microscope à interféromètre laser.
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